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Masks are mandatory

Wash/sanitize your hands
frequently

Reducing congestion &
directional signage

Hand sanitizer will be readily
available for use throughout the
stadium. Please use frequently in
addition to washing your hands

with soap and water for 20
seconds.

Contactless payments

Maintain 6 feet
safe distance

Symptoms Check

Seaman Stadium requires ALL
guests wear a mask upon

entrance to the stadium. Masks
must be kept on at all times,

unless eating or drinking, which
must be done while in your seats.

Masks should be kept on when
entering, walking around, in your
seat, and leaving the stadium. All
Dawgs staff are required to wear

masks as well.

All guests at Seaman stadium must
keep a safe distance of atleast 6
feet from other fans. Please pay
attention to signage around the
stadium, where to stand while in
line, only sit in the seat you are

assigned, and avoid fans who are
not part of your party.

Upon arrival to the stadium, we ask
that all fans and staff do a

symptoms check. Please stay home if
feeling ill.

Signs will be posted throughout
the stadium to remind fans of

safety protocols. Look for signs
near concession, washrooms,

concourse and patios. We ask that
you not loiter on the concourse.

Seaman Stadium accepts all debit
and credit cards for food and

drink purchases. Unfortunately
at this time we will not accept

any cash payments.
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Pre Game Protocols

Patios On-field entertainment &
post game interactions

Safe distancing and limited
capacity will be enforced to

prevent congestion. Tables will
be separated and fans will be

required to stay in patios while
watching the game.

Entrances & Exits

Concessions Washrooms

Parking lot gates will open 1.5
hours prior to the start of the

game, entrance gates 1 hour prior.
There will be no tailgating. Entry

points into the stadium will be
limited, all tickets must be

purchased in advance. The facility
will be thoroughly cleaned prior

to all games.

Dawgs staff will wear masks and
gloves at all times while serving.
There will be barriers between

concession staff and fans, as well
as signage for lines. Food items will

be delivered in to-go containers
along with pre-packaged utensils
and condiments. All sales will be

cashless.

Bathroom doors will be propped
open for limited contact. Capacity

will be limited. Every other sink
will be closed off to eliminate
congestion, in addition to safe

distancing while inside. Mandatory
washing of hands or sanitizing will

be in effect.

On field in game entertainment
will be limited. In addition, no fans
will be allowed on the field after

the game to interact or receive
autographs from the players.

Follow the signs and public
address announcements.We will

be limiting our entrances and
exits to properly allow for

traffic to get in and out safely.
Designated gates will serve to
guide fans and limit congestion

throughout the stadium.

The Okotoks Dawgs are committed to providing our FANS, PLAYERS, COACHES AND

OFFICIALS a safe and healthy environment to enjoy Dawgs Baseball at Seaman

Stadium. All government and health regulations will be enforced by the Dawgs.

Recognizing that with the rapidly changing circumstances of the Covid-19

pandemic, the applicable protocols will from time to time, undergo change, the

following represent the current protocols for Dawgs Baseball at Seaman

Stadium. Stay tuned to the Dawgs website for changes.

Go Okotoks! Go Alberta! Go World!! AND GO DAWGS!!!!

Know Before You Go
Some things you need to know before you arrive st Seaman Stadium

It's Go Time. Do Your Part.

Dawgs Baseball at Seaman Stadium:

Covid-19 Protocols


